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ABSTRACT

The need for advanced materials capability has never been as great as at this time in our nation's history. Energy shortages demand more efficient operation of existing equipment of all types as well as new and imaginative methods of power conversion. Advanced materials are the key to achieving improved performance via higher cycle operating temperatures, lighter structural components, and adequate resistance to the various environmental factors associated with such equipment. Significant progress has recently been made in many high temperature material categories pertinent to such applications by the industrial community, DOD and NASA. These include metal matrix composites, superalloys, directionally solidified eutectics, coatings, and ceramics. Each of these material categories is reviewed and the current state-of-the-art identified, including some assessment, when appropriate, of progress, problems, and future directions.
Introduction

Historically, the major advances in high temperature materials of high strength with resistance to oxidation and corrosion has resulted from efforts to meet the iniatable demand for higher temperatures in critical components of aircraft engines for military and commercial applications. The turbine technology evolved for aircraft has spun off (Fig. 1) to other transportation modes such as ships, and experimentally in trains, trucks, and busses as well as to important non-transportation uses such as drives for gas line pumping stations and, especially, the generation of electric power. For central station power, combined cycle systems using advanced gas turbines in conjunction with a steam plant, are considered to be one of the most viable options for base load service in terms of overall efficiency and basbar energy cost (1,2,3). As a consequence, it is vital that continued advances be made in turbine technology if significant performance and economic gains are to be realized in major industrial sectors of our economy. Materials improvements in intermediate and high temperature materials are the key to achieving such advances.

Consideration of the various turbine components indicates the kind of improvements that are required and the specific benefits that can result (Fig. 2). Thus, by increasing the strength of intermediate temperature materials that are used for turbine disks, increased rotor speeds and fewer turbine stages can be achieved with resultant reductions in turbine engine weight and cost. Similarly, increases in allowable turbine blade and stator vane temperatures will permit operation at higher cycle temperatures or with reduced cooling air. The resultant benefits are increased power output, decreased fuel consumption, and/or decreased maintenance cost.

An important new emphasis for high temperature materials technology results from the requirement for petroleum conservation and the increasing cost of petroleum products. Turbine engines typically use a clean kerosene-type fuel. But the costs of such fuels has increased by a factor of 3 in the past three years. For many applications, it is desired to use cheaper cuts from petroleum or even residuals. In the future, it is desired to use liquid fuels derived from coal and, if possible, gaseous fuels derived from coal burned in fluidized beds. All of these fuels are characterized by containing many impurities that can lead to severe erosion and corrosion of current materials. The tolerance limits for current materials and coatings need to be defined. To tolerate dirty fuels will probably necessitate greatly improved coatings for turbine vane and blade materials or operation at lower material temperatures.

It must be emphasized that extremely high costs are involved in bringing a new material from the laboratory stage to engine usage. For example, it has been estimated by one engine manufacturer that approximately $15 million are required to bring a DS eutectic system to the point where it can be incorporated as a turbine blade in an aircraft engine. Thus, it becomes of paramount importance that the most advantageous choices be made in selecting the engine component and material to be addressed. To do this requires that careful benefit-cost analyses be made. Several NASA-sponsored benefit-cost studies (4,5,6,7) quantify the gains that can be achieved by increasing material capability for aircraft gas turbines. An example of the economic benefits of material improvements for specific engine components for a fleet of 500 subsonic commercial transport aircraft with a 3300 nautical mile range, and a load factor of 55% of the total passenger capacity of 180 is provided by the benefit-cost studies (6,7). The benefits (including return on investment and direct operating cost) over the life of the aircraft assuming the following advanced materials could be employed, would be $45 million for prealloyed powder metallurgy disks, $90 million for directionally solidified eutectic blades, and $200 million for ceramic vanes.

In this paper, the authors review the state-of-the-art of materials technology and assess future material developments utilizing critical turbine components as a framework for discussion.
Prealloyed powder processing (8,9,10) holds promise for providing superalloys with increased strength for turbine disk applications. Although current PM disk alloy development is principally concerned with existing alloys such as Rene' 95 (11) and IN-100 (12), work is underway with more advanced alloys which show significant improvements in strength (Fig. 3). Even further strength increases are anticipated over the next decade. For example, for powder metallurgy processing, alloys can be specifically designed to accommodate larger quantities of strengtheners without encountering the segregation which would occur if they were cast. In this way, the feature of greater structural homogeneity resulting from the prealloyed powder process can most effectively be utilized.

Fig. 3 shows the 650°C (1200°F) yield strengths of promising candidate PM disk alloys such as AF 115 (13), IIB-7 (14), and AF2-1DA (15). These can be processed to have 650°C (1200°F) yield strengths in excess of 1380 MN/m² (200 ksi). Since in some advanced turbine designs consideration is being given to still higher maximum disk temperatures, it is interesting to see how the 650°C (1200°F) yield strength is affected when the PM alloys AF 115 (16), AF2-1DA (17), and IIB-1MOD (18) are processed to give maximum 760°C (1400°F) strength. Significantly lower 650°C (1200°F) strengths result. This emphasizes that adequate PM disk alloy strength over a range of temperatures requires that a suitable compromise in a processing heat treatment selection be made.

In addition to improved short time strength compared to conventional forged alloys, improvements in long time creep rupture strength are also required to make PM alloys viable candidates for disks, particularly for high temperature disk applications. Significant improvements have already been obtained (Fig. 4). An important aspect to be noted, however, is that the relatively large grain size needed for high creep rupture strength calls for higher solution treatment temperatures than would be used to achieve the greater short time tensile strength. Since mechanical working effects are then annealed out, this will reduce the tensile strength. Therefore, the development of optimum processing and heat treating steps is a most important key to the development of advanced PM disk alloys.

Although significant increases in static strength are possible with PM disk alloys, further research is required to insure that advanced prealloyed powder alloys also have cyclic life improvements commensurate with their static strength improvements. It is important that early in the research for new materials-process combinations, realistic disk test cycles be used in evaluating cyclic crack initiation and crack growth behavior. It is unfortunate that we do not have available a simple low cost screening test for this purpose. However, the fluidized bed type of thermal fatigue testing which is being used extensively to rate materials with regard to thermal fatigue testing (19) can be used to provide some measure of the relative resistance to crack initiation and measurement of crack growth rate. But the actual engine cycles cannot be reproduced in such facilities.

Decreased life cycle cost represents the greatest concern in gas turbine disks. Reductions in initial cost can be achieved by prealloyed powder processing. Fig. 5 compares this process schematically with the conventional casting and forging process. It is apparent that less starting material, fewer operational steps, and less machining is required to reach the final disk shape. For a commercial turbine disk, currently produced in large volume by forging and costing $10,000 per disk, the savings in both raw material and machining could be $2,000 (20). Of the process variations, the greatest cost reduction opportunity exists for the as-hot isostatically pressed (HIP) to near net shape approach, with a smaller cost opportunity possible for the extruded or HIP plus warm work approaches.
Materials for High Temperature Application
Low Stress - Vanes, Combustors, Regenerators

Several key turbine power plant components must withstand very high temperatures, but the stresses to which they are subjected are relatively low. The most promising materials for several of these applications are discussed in the next sections.

ODS alloys.- For use as turbine stator vanes, the oxide dispersion strengthened (ODS) alloys offer a significant improvement over both currently used and the most advanced conventional cast superalloys (Fig. 6). Their metal use temperature ranges up to 1230°C (2250°F) and they should see service as stator vanes within the next five years. Several of the more promising, HDA 8077 (a NiCrAl with Y2O3), MA 754 (a NiCr with Y2O3) and YD-NiCrAl (a NiCrAl with Y2O3) are shown on the figure.

The melting point of these materials is about 1370°C (2500°F). This high melting point and greater microstructural stability of these materials provide additional pluses compared to conventional cast superalloys for vane use. The advantage of greater overtemperature capability may be seen in Fig. 7, in which a conventionally cast MAR M-509 and a TD-NiCr vane are compared (21). These vanes were subjected to over temperature while being tested in the same nozzle assembly of an experimental engine. The cast vanes, although cooled, melted. The uncooled TD-NiCr vanes remained essentially undamaged. Another advantage of ODS alloys for vane application is their greater thermal fatigue resistance. Some ODS alloys have shown up to 10 times greater resistance to cracking under simulated vane operating conditions than conventionally cast superalloys (21).

Combustors also fall into the category of high temperature, low stress applications where ODS alloys afford significant potential. Combustor components require formable, weldable, as well as oxidation, distortion, and thermal fatigue resistant sheet alloys. For service temperatures near 980°C (1800°F) the conventional cast and wrought alloys, Haynes Alloy 188, Inconel 617 and the developmental MERL 72 show good potential (22,23). However, the ODS NiCrAl alloys have a potential for a 90°C (160°F) higher temperature capability than conventional sheet materials. Manufacture of an ODS-NiCrAl sheet product has been demonstrated (24) but there are no commercial sources for sheet at present. Once the advantageous role of ODS-NiCrAl vanes is established, it is expected that attention will be focused on the manufacture of ODS-NiCrAl sheet products.

There are a number of problem areas with ODS materials which must be noted, however. Foremost is the historical one of high alloy cost (about 5 times that of conventional superalloys). Another, the low oxidation resistance of the NiCr base has largely been solved. As in virtually all instances where there is a pronounced directionality of grain structure, transverse ductility may be a problem. But this can probably be adequately handled by trading off some longitudinal strength for increased transverse ductility by appropriate heat treatments that reduce the grain structure directionality. Another problem is the creep-behavior of ODS sheet alloys for such applications as combustor components. With the increased diffusion rates at the higher temperatures for which these alloys are intended, diffusional type creep could be the major contributor to the creep process. In ODS sheet alloys, such as TD-NiCr, diffusional creep has been observed and the creep-damage by this process was shown to be reversible (25), although there appears to be a threshold stress below which significant diffusional creep does not occur. This factor must be taken into consideration in engine component designs where zero creep may be required.

The problem of high cost is being addressed by the development of improved manufacturing techniques such as mechanical alloying (26) and current
activities to scale-up for large production quantities promise substantial reductions in the cost of these materials. Simpler recrystallization techniques can be employed substituting furnace recrystallization for the more time-consuming gradient annealing. Finally, further cost reductions are anticipated by use of near-net-shape fabrication techniques such as are currently under development in a NASA-sponsored program (27). This program includes extension and forging of consolidated preforms to provide a vane geometry that requires minimal machining to final shape.

The problem of low cyclic oxidation resistance observed in the early TD-NiCr alloys has effectively been eliminated as may be seen from Fig. 8 by changing to a NiCrAl base that includes 4 to 5 weight % aluminum. The figure shows that essentially no weight loss occurred with the NiCrAl's after severe cyclic testing (r.t. to 1200°C (2200°F)) in a Mach 1 burner. Hot corrosion resistance was also significantly improved (28). The NiCrAl's form an aluminum containing oxide scale which provides excellent oxidation resistance. For long time service (e.g., at least 3000 hours) however, the ODS NiCrAl's will probably require a protective coating as will be discussed later.

Ceramics.- As shown in Fig. 6, ceramics offer the highest use temperature potential of all materials for stator vanes, on the order of 1400°C (2550°F). Currently the most promising ceramics appear to be Si₃N₄ and SiC. Extensive screening studies of some 35 different ceramics in the NASA Lewis Mach 1 burner (29, 30) have shown them to have the most favorable thermal shock resistance. Other investigators (31-34) have also shown the superiority of Si₃N₄ and SiC. These ceramics also have excellent high temperature creep rupture properties as may be seen from Fig. 9. Commercial hot pressed Si₃N₄ (35) has substantially higher use temperature capability (approximately 1320°C (2400°F)) at stresses of approximately 50 MN/m² (7 ksi) which are typical of those encountered in stator vanes, than the strongest known conventionally cast vane alloy, WA7X (36). It also shows about a 1000°C (1800°F) advantage over the ODS alloys.

Both Si₃N₄ and SiC are under development and significant improvements in high temperature strength are being achieved as shown in Fig. 9. Work is underway under NASA sponsorship (37) to improve creep-rupture strength by decreasing the alkali metal content from approximately 2500 to less than 400 ppm and by lowering O₂ content to less than 1%. The intent is to limit the amount of strength reducing second phase formation at the grain boundaries which results from the reaction of such impurities with densification additives such as MgO and Y₂O₃. Further strength improvements are possible with these ceramics by improving processing procedures such as powder handling, sintering, and hot pressing. Although no creep rupture data are yet available, another promising Si₃N₄ base material is the class known as SiAlONs. These are solid solutions of Al₂O₃ in Si₃N₄. Demonstrated advantages are that the SiAlONs do not require sintering to reach high density (94%) and that they appear to have outstanding thermal shock resistance (38).

Another extremely advantageous low stress turbine power plant application for ceramics is for the regenerator (essentially a rotary heat exchanger) in automotive gas turbines (Fig. 10). The advantages of using ceramics for such an application are that higher cycle operating temperatures, greater fuel economy and lighter structural weight may be realized. Glass ceramics such as lithium aluminum silicate (LAS) are candidates for gas turbine regenerators, an example of which is shown in Fig. 11. The porous nature of the part which permits air to pass through it is evident from the figure. There is a major problem associated with the use of ceramic regenerators. It is chemical attack by sulfuric acid and sodium, both of which are present in exhaust gas systems. The sulfuric acid occurs as a result of the combustion
of sulfur-containing diesel fuels, while the sodium can come from the fuel itself, road salt, or from engine operation in a marine environment. Contamination of the LAS regenerator results in an ion-exchange reaction—Li ions in the matrix material are placed by H ions in the sulfuric acid and by Na ions in the salt or fuel. As a result of these reactions, the thermal coefficient of expansion increases and cracking of the regenerator disk occurs. This problem is being attacked by attempting to develop a MAS material with corrosion resistance superior to LAS and with a thermal expansion coefficient lower than normal MAS \(^{39}\). Another approach is to modify the basic LAS material for improved corrosion resistance \(^{40}\).

It should be noted that ceramics for turbine application have become the center of much effort in recent years. For example, there is the ARPA program \(^{35, 36, 41, 42, 43, 44}\). The program is intended to demonstrate that ceramics can be applied successfully as stator vanes, turbine blades and disk, combustor and nozzle cone components in a 1370°C (2500°F) gas temperature automotive turbine power plant. Another phase of this program seeks to demonstrate the effectiveness of ceramic first stage stator vanes for a 1370°C (2500°F) gas temperature 30 megawatt ground power turbine installation. It is expected that the vehicular unit combustors, ducts and stators will meet the 1978 goal of 200 hours of operation at a maximum turbine inlet temperature of 2500°F. Major effort is going into the most demanding application of ceramics, the vehicular turbine rotor.

**High Stress - Turbine Blades**

For high stress applications such as turbine blades, substantial increases in use temperature can be expected by means of directional structures of several types (Fig. 12). Initial advances were made with conventional nickel base alloys such as PWA 664 \(^{45}\) in which grains were aligned parallel to the direction of the major stress axis by means of directional solidification. Further increases can be expected from monocrystals \(^{46}\). The directionality concept is also being applied to eutectic systems with considerable success. Directionality of structure is also the key to the ODS + Y' systems and tungsten fiber superalloy composites.

**Directionally solidified eutectics** - Major research and development effort is being expended in industry and government to exploit eutectic systems. Figure 13 provides a comparison of the 1000 hour creep rupture properties \(^{47, 48}\) of the major eutectic systems currently under study and directionally solidified MAR M-200 + Hf. At turbine blade operating conditions, the DS eutectics now afford about a 30-80°C (50-150°F) use temperature advantage, or a 40-60% increase in creep rupture strength.

Figure 14 shows the microstructure of the two major types of eutectic systems, a typical rod or fiber reinforced system, HAFCO, and a typical lamellar reinforced system \(\gamma/\gamma'-\delta\). The matrix has been etched away to bring into relief the two types of reinforcing phases. In both systems a relatively ductile matrix is reinforced by a brittle phase. Most rod or fiber (not all are perfect rods as may be seen from the figure) reinforced systems utilize some type of carbide fibers (Hf carbide in HAFCO and TaC in both CoTaC and NiTaC) ranging from 5 to 15 volume percent \(^{49}\). The matrices are generally complex. For example, the matrix of the NiTaC systems consists of a \(\gamma'\) precipitate within a \(\gamma\) nickel solid solution containing Cr and Al to provide oxidation resistance and precipitation strengthening. Additions of W or Mo can be made to provide additional solid solution strengthening. The \(\gamma'/\gamma'-\delta\) alloy (Ni-20Cb-6Cr-2.5Al) is typical of the lamellar reinforced systems. The \(\delta\) (Ni3Cb) lamellae make up approximately 40 volume percent and this contributes to very low transverse ductility at low and intermediate temperatures, as will be discussed subsequently. The matrix consists of a \(\gamma'\) precipitate within a complex \(\gamma\) nickel solid solution.
A number of problem areas exist which must be solved before eutectic systems can be effectively utilized. Foremost, and common to all systems is the slow growth rate directionally solidified eutectics require in their manufacture, typically less than 3 cm/hr \((48,50)\). Work is being directed toward achieving more acceptable rates from a blade fabrication standpoint \((48,51)\).

Another potential problem with some eutectics is that of thermal instability upon thermal cycling. A visual example of this is shown for the CoTaC system in Fig. 15 \((52)\). It may also be seen that by suitable compositional changes such instabilities can be overcome. The thermal instability demonstrated \((\text{Figs. 15}(a) \text{ and } (b))\) upon cycling 2000 times between 425 and 1100°C \((800 \text{ and } 2000°F)\) could have been caused by a number of factors whose individual roles have not as yet been well defined----thermal coefficient of expansion mismatch between fibers and matrix, fiber solubility in matrix, fiber face energy of formation, and imperfections of reinforcing fiber phase \((49, 52, 53)\). Figures 15(c) and (d) show that by substituting HfC for TaC fibers instability during thermal cycling was totally eliminated\((54)\). A better understanding of the importance of the role of the individual factors that can contribute to such thermal instability must be obtained, but it is apparent that the problem is not insurmountable.

A further area of considerable concern with some eutectic systems is that of low transverse ductility at the intermediate temperatures. This poses fatigue problem in the blade. Another problem is design of the blade root because of normally imposed shear and bending stresses. The solution to the latter problem may require modified \((\text{lower stress})\) root designs, perhaps modified bulb root designs rather than the more conventional fir tree roots. Figure 16 shows the transverse tensile fracture strain for representative eutectic systems compared to a currently used directionally solidified superalloy DS MAR M-200. The rod or fiber reinforced systems \((\text{NiTaC and CoTaC,}\) \((48,55)\) have reasonably good room and intermediate temperature transverse ductility which compares well with DS MAR M-200 + Hf \((50)\). However, the lamellar \(\gamma'/\delta\) system has relatively low transverse ductility at these temperatures. Attempts are being made to alter the deformation mechanism of the high \((40 \text{ volume percent})\) brittle intermetallic phase \((\delta, \text{Ni}_3\text{Cb})\). Recent efforts have improved 760°C \((1400°F)\) transverse fracture strain from 0.2 to 0.9%. This was achieved \((50)\) by obtaining a fully lamellar structure by decreasing growth rate from 3 to 2 cm/hr and by the addition of 0.067. Heat treatments \((870°C, 1600°F)\) also appear to provide some improvement although the mechanism is as yet unknown. Despite the problems cited, however, eutectic systems are promising candidates for high stress turbine applications and it is expected that some eutectic systems will see at least limited engine service as aircraft turbine engine blades within this decade.

**ODS + gamma prime alloys.** Recent advances in the production of oxide dispersion strengthened alloys have introduced ODS superalloys as possible contenders for advanced turbine blade application. For this use, the high strength of a gamma prime \((\gamma')\) strengthened alloy (needed at the blade root) is combined with the elevated temperature strength derived from dispersion strengthening \((\text{needed in the airfoil})\). At 1100°C \((2000°F)\) the creep-rupture life of experimental ODS superalloys such as ODS WAZ-D \((56)\) and the International Nickel Company's "Alloy B" \((57)\) compare favorably with conventionally cast random polycrystalline \(\gamma'/\delta\) strengthened alloys and directionally solidified eutectic alloys. As shown in Fig. 17, these alloys have use temperatures of 1150°C \((2100°F)\) and 1115°C \((2040°F)\) respectively, for 1000 hour life at a stress of 103 MN/m\(^2\) \((15 \text{ksi})\). An added advantage of the ODS alloys is their higher incipient melting temperature derived from the compositional uniformity inherent in processing by powder metallurgical techniques.
The ODS superalloys are relative newcomers to the scene and only sketchy data exist. Thus, their potential for blade application remains largely uncharted except for their outstanding strength. Those tested to date have shown less ductility (~1% for WAZ-D) than conventional blade alloys (typically 3%). A potential problem area may be low transverse rupture ductility which is expected to be less than the longitudinal ductility. However, it is anticipated that the interest generated by this class of materials will shortly result in a more definitive evaluation of their potential.

**Composites.** Of all the directional metallic systems, tungsten fiber reinforced superalloys afford potentially the highest use temperature capability for turbine blades, but their application to service is also furthest down the road (Fig. 12). These materials combine the high temperature strength of W wires with the ductility, toughness, and oxidation resistance of a superalloy matrix. Although the technology for these composites is not as advanced as for the DS eutectics (in-situ composites) considerable research is underway in this area (58 to 63). The significant strength advantage of W fiber reinforced superalloys over DS eutectics (up to 2 1/2 times) and current superalloys (up to 5 times) is apparent from Fig. 18 which shows a comparison of their 1090°C (2000°F) 1000-hour density normalized data. The actual composite data (solid lines) were obtained with a uniform reinforcement of 70 volume percent tungsten fibers along the length of the specimens. For an average 30 volume percent reinforcement with varying fiber content along the blade span, calculated results (dotted lines) are shown which take into account potential composite degradation due to fiber matrix interaction over 1000 hours exposure. Because of improvements in compatibility since the data were obtained, some of the calculated results are even more favorable. To make the 30 volume percent of reinforcing fibers a viable concept, the fibers have to be suitably distributed along the blade span to accommodate spanwise variation in blade centrifugal force. A 30 volume percent of reinforcement would result in composite blades of approximately the same weight as those of current superalloy blades. This would be accomplished by taking advantage of the greater stiffness and strength of the composite to reduce blade thickness and taper.

A major breakthrough in making these composite systems viable candidates for turbine blade application has been the successful development of a monolayer tape fabrication process shown in Fig. 19. Two techniques, one using powder cloth, the other alloy foils, are shown. It is envisioned that the latter will be more efficient for volume production and that turbine blade fabrication costs should approach those for current turbine engine titanium fan blades (64).

Major problem areas associated with the application of W fiber reinforced superalloys to turbine blades are fiber-matrix interaction (inter-diffusional effects reduce wire strength) during fabrication and service exposure, and resistance to thermal and mechanical fatigue caused by turbine operational modes. The former problem has been greatly reduced by development of the monolayer tape fabrication process and by making appropriate adjustments to the matrix compositions. It now appears that the fiber-matrix interaction factor should not be a deterrent to composite use in turbine blade application. The thermal fatigue problem stems from the large thermal mismatch between the superalloy matrix and the W fibers. Only limited thermal fatigue data have been obtained to date but the most recent results obtained at NASA-Lewis and by other investigators suggest that this problem also is much nearer the solution stage. Fig. 20 shows some encouraging results for a W-12%CrAlY specimen subjected to 1000 cycles from room temperature to 1200°C (2200°F) by direct-resistance-heating in a Naval Air Systems Command program conducted at TRW. No matrix or fiber cracking occurred. However, considerable research remains to be done before W fiber reinforced superalloys can be used as turbine blades.
Ceramics - The ultimate in potential use temperature capability for turbine blade application resides in ceramic materials. As shown in Fig. 12, use temperatures on the order of 1200 to 1370°C (2200 to 2500°F) can be expected. In addition to the potentially low cost of ceramics (about 1/10 that of superalloys), their low density (about 1/3 that of superalloys) together with their high strength-to-density ratios, make ceramics particularly desirable for rotating turbine blades where the primary stresses result from centrifugal forces. However, it is not reasonable to expect the characteristics of essentially no ductility and very low impact resistance to be circumvented to the extent necessary to permit the use of ceramics as aircraft engine turbine blades much before the last decade of this century. There is much greater likelihood that ceramic turbine blades will see service in ground power installations or automobiles considerably before this.

Although it is not feasible to achieve ductile ceramics, considerable effort is being expended to improve their impact resistance. Modest, although not consistently obtainable, improvements in impact strength have been obtained to date. Figure 21 shows the increases in both room temperature and 1315°C (2400°F) impact strength achieved with Si3N4 by various investigators. Increasing the purity of α-phase Si3N4 powders (65), application of a lithium aluminum silicate layer (66), and carburization to create a compressive layer (67) have each provided an increase in impact strength. The last mentioned approach resulted in one J (10 in-lb) impact strength, a factor of ten increase over as-received Si3N4. More impressive improvements in impact strength of Si3N4 have resulted (68,69,70) from reinforcing hot pressed Si3N4 with 25% Ta wire of 25 mil diameter. Drawbacks to this approach are the more than doubled density of the Si3N4-Ta product over the monolithic Si3N4 body (6.55 g/cc vs. 3.2 g/cc) and the possibility of catastrophic oxidation of any exposed Ta when the product is placed in service. Further improvements in impact resistance, particularly as regards reproducibility are anticipated, although much higher values of impact strength are not likely to be achieved.

In order to use ceramics for turbine blades, the designer must tailor his design philosophy to effectively deal with materials of essentially no ductility. Very early work by the authors (71,72) recognized the need to accommodate the lack of ductility of ceramics by designs that employed cushioning interfaces between blades and disk and generous radii on the blade roots. Figure 22 illustrates some early attempts that were partially successful (72). The interface materials acted to further distribute the stress in the root attachments. Porous or screen material interfaces were especially beneficial. Interestingly, as was the case in the early NACA work, recent investigations (73,74) have shown that the use of ductile interlayer materials such as platinum are highly desirable. These serve to distribute the stresses and to prevent chemical reaction between the ceramic blades and metal disks. Utilizing these methods, full-scale (4" span) blades were operated 20 years ago for as long as 240 hours at continuous full engine power without root failures. This was accomplished at a time when these engines were qualified for military service with a 150 hour test. The brittle airfoils could not withstand the impact of typical foreign objects, however.

The early attempts to use ceramics and cermets as turbine blades were handicapped by relatively weak materials, rather immature ceramic processing procedures and very crude stress analysis techniques. Fortunately, designers today have far superior materials (SiC and Si3N4) to work with as well as design procedures based on fracture mechanics and 3D finite-element stress analyses made possible by use of computers. The 3D finite-element stress analysis permits determination of local principal stresses throughout the component so that the designer can pin-point critical stress conditions which may result from stress concentrations.
Fracture mechanics can be used to determine the crack growth characteristics of the materials under design loads. Since the strength of ceramic materials is determined by initial flaw size and distribution, and since essentially no ductility is available to arrest crack growth, the careful application of fracture mechanics to ceramics is even more important than in the design of highly stressed metallic systems. The ceramic materials must be characterized by determining the sustained load subcritical crack growth and cyclic load crack growth. Fortunately, a good basis for this work has been established by the National Bureau of Standards, and others (75, 76, 77) working with glass, Al₂O₃, SiC, and Si₃N₄. However, it must be noted that for the ceramic data obtained to date, direct quantitative comparisons with K_Ic values for metals can be misleading because of differences in the fracture toughness specimen sizes involved. Thus, relatively large specimens (inches in thickness) are used for metals whereas the specimen thickness of the ceramic specimens has typically been on the order of 30 mils. A rough indication of the relative fracture toughness of these materials is that a heat treated steel has 30 to 50 times the fracture toughness of hot pressed Si₃N₄.

Despite the difficulties and limitations, however, the tools available to the designer today make designing around the ceramic ductility problem appreciably more possible than in the past. Nevertheless, the challenge is to learn how to effectively utilize these materials. Their extreme brittleness makes them far more sensitive to internal flaws inherent in their manufacture and to surface flaws resulting from accidental damage than has been true for any materials used heretofore in critical high stress applications such as blades.

Environmental Protection

All of the metallic systems discussed for turbine stator vanes and blades require surface protection in order to realize their high use temperature potential for long service times. The turbine combustion gas poses problems of oxidation and hot corrosion which range in severity depending upon the type of fuel used and the atmosphere environment. In addition, turbine cyclic operation modes cause thermal fatigue cracking and protection against early failures of this type is needed.

Oxidation, hot corrosion, and thermal fatigue. Significant advances have been made in the development of coatings for advanced superalloys in the past several years. The importance of this aspect of high temperature materials research cannot be over emphasized in view of the requirements for petroleum conservation which dictate the use of dirty fuels. Even greater effort is needed in this area to establish tolerance limits for materials and coatings and to provide improved coating protection for turbine blades and vanes so that such fuels can be used without lowering turbine operating temperatures. Figure 23 provides a summary of fuel costs as well as the impurity contents that contribute to hot corrosion and erosion in various grades of fuel. Associated with desirable reductions in fuel cost, are impurity content increases of several orders of magnitude which contribute to increased hot corrosion and erosion. Research on fuel additives is underway to reduce the harmful effects of impurities. However, the ultimate solution for longtime environmental protection lies in the development of suitable coating systems.

Figure 24 shows the effectiveness of some of the most advanced coating systems on two representative high strength nickel base alloys subjected to a cyclic operational mode in the LeRC Mach 1 burner facility. The cycles consisted alternately of 1 hour at 1090°C (2000°F) and 3 minutes at room temperature. Shown are cycles to first thermal fatigue crack and cycles to first observed weight loss. The results are displayed from left to right in chronological order with the most recent development at the extreme.
right. Improvements over commercial aluminide coatings in cycles to first crack by factors of two to three and to first observed weight loss by a factor of almost eight have been obtained. The advanced coating systems displayed are described (76, 79, 80) for the PVD CoCrAlY, the aluminized NiCrAlSi and the Pt-Al systems, respectively. Figure 24 clearly shows a difference in coating performance for the two alloys. This emphasizes the necessity for tailoring the coating to the substrate. Such tailoring can most readily be achieved with the PVD process, since virtually any desired coating composition can be achieved simply by evaporation from a molten pool.

Figure 25 shows the hot corrosion behavior of these coating systems on the same two alloy substrates under cyclic operation in the Mach 1 burner. The cycle imposed consisted of 1 hour at 900°C (1650°F) and 3 minutes at room temperature. In this instance, 5 PPM salt was introduced into the combustion gas stream to simulate sulfidation conditions. Again, the same coating systems were not best for both alloy substrates. Also, the coating that provided the greatest oxidation protection was not necessarily the one that gave the best sulfidation protection for a particular substrate. It is apparent that the coating system must also be tailored to the substrate to achieve the most effective sulfidation protection.

Another promising approach (81) for increasing environmental protection is by compositional alterations to the substrate. Figure 26 shows how the cyclic oxidation resistance of a high Y' content nickel base alloy was increased by small additions (0.5 wt.%) of silicon. Negligible weight loss was observed after 300 cycles (1 hour at 1090°C (2000°F) followed by 3 minutes at room temperature) in the LeRC Mach 1 burner facility. Alloy performance was as good as with a commercial aluminide coating. Long time creep rupture properties were not degraded by the silicon addition when suitable heat treatments were applied. This approach should be exploited as a means of increasing the totality of environmental protection rather than as a substitute for coatings.

For the future coatings must be developed for long life protection for the advanced temperature ODS systems, the DS eutectics, and the W fiber reinforced superalloy systems. Although the ODS NiCrAl is do not require coatings for short time use (500 hours) they may require coating protection for long time service (thousands of hours). Significant progress is being made in this area. Thus, 1000 cycles (1 hr at 1090°C (2000°F), 3 min. at R.T.) in the LeRC Mach 1 burner facility were run with PWA 267 (a PVD NiCrAl coating) as well as NASCOAT 70 M (an aluminized PVD Ni'+Al coating) on a TD-NiCrAl substrate without significant weight loss. This represents a 25 to 30% life improvement over uncoated TD-NiCrAl. In the area of advanced eutectics, excellent isothermal oxidation resistance has been achieved at 1090°C (2000°F) with the Y' - 5' eutectic by means of a NiCrAlY plus Pt overlay coating (NAS3-1890). The coating also provides some improvement in resistance to thermal fatigue cracking. However, coating modifications are needed to increase coating ductility so as to further improve thermal fatigue resistance.

Because the overlay coating method is not dependent upon diffusion with the substrate, it affords the opportunity for applying a wide variety of coating compositions. Because of this versatility, the method has great appeal to the coating designer. However, the high cost of the PVD method (currently the most common method of applying overlay coatings) makes development of alternative low cost overlay coating processes of considerable importance. Finally, coating the increasingly complex internal cooling configurations of high temperature turbine blades and vanes poses an even more severe problem. Further work is needed to provide economically, as well as physically, viable techniques to meet this growing challenge.
Thermal barriers.- Recent advances (82) have been made in providing insulating refractory oxide coatings on the order of .25 mm (.010 in.) thick which provide effective thermal barriers on cooled turbine vanes and blades. The payoff consists of large reductions in both coolant flow and metal temperatures. For example, core engine turbine vanes coated with a 0.31 mm (.001 in.) ceramic thermal barrier could have both an eightfold reduction in coolant flow and a 1100°C (2000°F) reduction in vane metal temperature compared to an uncooled vane (82). Figure 27 illustrates the concept and indicates some of the results obtained in cyclic burner facility tests and full-scale J-75 engine ground tests at NASA Lewis. The most favorable results have been obtained to date with 12% Y2O3 and 3% MgO stabilized ZrO2 coatings .25 mm (.010 in.) thick placed over a 0.1 mm (.004 in.) NiCrAl layer, plasma sprayed onto the blade surface. Figure 28 shows the tested fully bladed J-75 turbine wheel after 500 cycles from 1370°C (2500°F) to flame out. No cracking of the oxide was observed. The thermal barrier concept appears very promising, particularly for ground power applications, in which coating failures if they do occur are not so potentially dangerous. This approach may afford a way of extending the upper use temperature for turbine blades with current superalloy materials without the radical technology change required by substituting a new class of materials such as the DS eutectics.

Future Efforts to Achieve Low Strategic Material Content Alloys

Potential strategic metal shortages are becoming a matter of increasing concern, particularly in view of the fact that much of our high temperature materials technology is dependent upon the extensive use of largely imported metals. Thus far, both government (LOD, AF, NRC, and to a lesser extent NASA) as well as the technical societies (ASM, AISI) have conducted surveys and set up workshops to study this problem. For turbine applications, potentially the most serious problem resides with the use of chromium (a key constituent of both ferroalloys and superalloys) since we have no domestic reserves. The greatest known deposits are in Rhodesia (83). Excessive imports from there could pose political problems. The other major source is the USSR (83). Stainless and heat resisting steels make up 66%, alloy steels 20%, and superalloys 4% of the nation's metallurgical use of Cr ferroalloys (84,85). An attempt is made in Fig. 29 (taken from a preliminary NASA study) to indicate the savings in Cr possible by means of various substitutional procedures or specification changes in ferroalloys containing Cr. Only the most potentially viable alternatives were considered. Although the materials considered in the figure have not been discussed in this paper, they are used extensively in large ground base turbine power plants as casing and structural members. It is therefore appropriate to consider the overall effects of possible alternatives to their use. Figure 29 shows that the percentage and tonnage of Cr saved ranges from 5% (8300 Tons) by slightly modifying the 304 stainless steel specification to 80% (94,600 Tons) by substituting low carbon steel for 304 and using a 304 cladding. It is not possible to total the savings shown to arrive at a yearly savings figure, since some of the alternatives are mutually exclusive. Nevertheless, significant savings are obviously possible and such substitutional approaches as are suggested warrant further investigation in view of the potential seriousness of this problem.

Summary

Significant payoffs in turbine engine performance can be achieved by providing advanced materials for intermediate and high temperature components such as the disks, combustors, stator vanes, and turbine blades. Before such payoffs can be realized in engine service, formidable problems must be overcome in bringing materials capability to the level needed. These are, of course, the challenges faced by the materials technologist.
For disks prealloyed powder superalloys are expected to afford both increased strength as well as reduced fabrication cost. For low stressed, high temperature components such as combustors and stator vanes, ODS alloys have a 90°C (160°F) higher use temperature potential than conventional sheet materials. Ceramics afford the highest use temperature potential, on the order of 1400°C (2600°F), of all materials for stator vanes with SiC and Si3N4 being the most promising. For high stressed, high temperature components, such as the turbine blades, directional structures afford major improvements over the strongest conventional cast superalloys. The DS eutectic systems presently appear to offer as much as an 80°C (150°F) use temperature advantage. Although the technology for tungsten fiber reinforced superalloys is not as advanced as that for DS eutectics, these composites afford potentially the highest use temperature capability of all the directional metallic systems with strengths as much as five times greater than current superalloys. The ultimate in use temperature capability for turbine component applications resides in ceramics with potential use temperatures as high as 1370°C (2500°F). To successfully apply ceramics to the high stressed turbine blades and disks, however, the designer will have to tailor his design philosophy to deal with these materials of essentially no ductility by utilizing fracture mechanics concepts and advanced 3D finite-element stress analysis techniques. Early applications will probably need to operate at relatively low average stresses because of the low ductility.

Finally, the problem of providing environmental protection to turbine vanes and blades assumes an even greater importance than heretofore. The economic necessity for using dirty fuels containing greater quantities of impurities that contribute to hot corrosion and erosion demands that improved substrate/coating combinations be developed. This concept must be embodied in future advanced metallic system designs for high temperature turbine components.
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Figure 1. Turbines are key to variety of powerplants.

Figure 2. Turbine engine payoffs from advanced materials.

Figure 3. Increased yield strength projected for prealloyed powder alloys.
Figure 4. - Prealloyed powder alloys superior to currently used conventional cast and forged alloy in stress to rupture.

Figure 5. - Prealloyed powder process permits reduced costs in disk fabrication compared to conventional forging process.
Figure 6. - Increased use temperature projected for ODS superalloys and ceramics for high temperature low stress applications.

Figure 7. - Superiority of ODS vanes compared to conventionally cast under overtemperature conditions.

Figure 8. - Changing to NiCrAl base affords substantial improvement in cyclic oxidation resistance of ODS alloys.
Figure 9. - Ceramics show significant stress rupture strength increase over metallic vane materials.

Figure 10. - Regenerative gas turbine for automotive use. Key problem - ceramic regenerator.

- REGGENERATOR MATERIAL - LITHIUM ALUMINUM SILICATE

- WHY
  - HIGHER CYCLE OPERATING TEMPERATURE
  - BETTER FUEL ECONOMY
  - LOWER COST THAN METAL HONEYCOMB

- PROBLEM:
  - CORROSIVE ATTACK BY Na AND H₂SO₄
  - LEADS TO INSTABILITIES UPON THERMAL CYCLING
Figure 14. - Two types of DS eutectics.

ROD HIC, HAFCO

LAMELLAR Ni3Cr, γ/γ'-8

CS-75700
Figure 15. Composition change may be needed to insure thermal stability of directionally solidified eutectics.

Figure 16. Transverse ductility problem with some DS eutectics.
Figure 17. - Oxide dispersion strengthening plus gamma prime strengthening provides large use temperature increases over conventionally cast and directionally solidified alloys, test conditions: 103 MN/m² (15 ksi), 1000 hour life.

Figure 18. - Refractory metal fiber reinforced alloys show potential advantage over advanced blade materials.
Figure 21. - Impact strength improvements in Si₃N₄ ceramic.

![Impact Strength Chart]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE ROOT</th>
<th>MAXIMUM LIFE, HR</th>
<th>TEST RESULTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BENDING IN ROOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>BENDING IN ROOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>BENDING IN ROOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>68</td>
<td>BENDING IN ROOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>59</td>
<td>BENDING IN ROOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a242 (ALSO 108 CYCLES)</td>
<td>COMPRESSION IN ROOT CAUSED PIN TO LOOSEN, NO ROOT FAILURES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a150</td>
<td>AIRFOIL (NO ROOT FAILURES)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*RUN DISCONTINUED - BLADES DID NOT FAIL.

Figure 22. - Early efforts to handle problem of low ductility of ceramic blades.
**Figure 23.** Dirty gas turbine liquid fuels cost less than kerosene but increase hot corrosion and erosion.

**Figure 24.** Coatings offer oxidation and thermal fatigue protection but must be tailored to substrate.
Figure 25. Coatings afford hot corrosion protection but must be tailored to substrate.

Figure 26. Beneficial effect of silicon addition on Mach 1, room temperature to 1090°C (2000°F) cyclic oxidation resistance of nickel alloy B-1900.
Figure V. - Thermal barrier concept - coatings insulate turbine blades.

Figure 28. - Ceramic coated turbine blades. J75 first stage rotor after 500 cycles operation, 1370°C (2500°F) turbine inlet to flame out.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action Description</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Tons of Cr Saved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modify 304 specification from 18-20% to 17-19% Cr</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>8,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modify 400 series from 17 to 15 1/2%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>8,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substitute 200 for 300 series (18-24 to 16-19% Cr)</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>28,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substitute 429 for 430 series (17 to 15% Cr)</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>2,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substitute Al and Mo for part of Cr in 304 series (18 to 12% Cr)</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>58,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>304 clad on low carbon steel and use in place of 304 (maximum clad thickness 20%)</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>94,600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 29. - Savings in chromium possible by alloy modification and substitution.